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Abstract—Recently, the development in wireless devices has
made it possible to connect numerous devices by construct-
ing networks only amongst themselves. Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPSs) are likely to emerge through such network environments
to connect both humans and machines so that a “smart society”
can evolve with remarkably convenient and yet foreseen pervasive
communication. However, it is difficult to establish adequate
network infrastructures anywhere and anytime. Therefore, a
critical research issue is to formulate an effective method for
constructing networks. To address this issue, we focus on mobile
ad-hoc based CPSs, which is a network system consisting of
mobile devices. Since it does not require any specific facility,
the mobile ad-hoc based CPS may be considered to be a good
candidate for realizing next generation CPSs. However, it presents
two major research challenges, namely the difficulty to maintain
high connectivity in the network constructed by only mobile
nodes, and the need to reduce the power consumption of the
nodes. For addressing these two challenges in the mobile ad-hoc
based CPS, we propose a novel method called “Mobility Aware,
Local Tree-based Reliable Topology” to construct the network
with adequate network connectivity while ensuring a low level
of power consumption.

Index Terms—Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), Mobile Ad-
hoc based CPS, power consumption, and network connections
redundancy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the concept of Cyber-Physical Systems

(CPSs) has attracted a great deal of attention from researchers

because they present an effective model to improve the interac-

tion among different entities such as human-to-human, human-

to-machine, and machine-to-machine communication [1]- [3].

The CPSs consist of networking equipment and machines such

as sensors, smart phones, robots, and other wireless mobile

devices [4]. Also, the vehicular CPS [5], [6] and ad-hoc based

CPS [7] have emerged recently that exploit smart wireless

devices. Researchers have shown that the utilization of both

the cyber and physical components of a CPS can be improved

in a synergistic manner by connecting these wireless devices

with each other. The current trend also indicates that there is

a wide spread of wireless devices, which also have mobility

feature, to construct the CPSs. Therefore, it is essential to

consider such CPS networks, which are often constructed by

the ad-hoc connections amongst the mobile wireless devices.

Hence, the focus of our paper is upon the mobile ad-hoc based

CPSs.
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Fig. 1. An example of architecture of mobile ad-hoc based CPS

Fig. 1 depicts an example architecture of a mobile ad-hoc

based CPS. In the mobile ad-hoc based CPS, wireless mobile

devices are connected with one another to construct temporary

communication networks. Note that these temporary networks

could be connected with a number of different systems such

as smart grid system, traffic control system, environmental

monitoring system, medical system, and smart building sys-

tem. By connecting the systems and the temporary networks,

it becomes possible to achieve a more efficient connectivity

between cyber and physical components of a CPS. However,

since the network resources of the devices (e.g., battery life

and bandwidth) are limited, it may be difficult to connect

all the concerned devices at the same time [8]. Also, the

power consumption of each device is a critical issues [9].

Furthermore, the mobility of the devices leads to network

performance degradation since it is impossible to keep the

fixed state (i.e., the same topology) of the network [10].

Therefore, an effective technique to control the mobile ad-hoc

network topology (of the considered CPS) is imperative.

In the previously conducted research works, a number of

topology control algorithms such as Local Minimum Spanning

Tree (LMST) and Local Tree-based Reliable Topology (LTRT)

were developed for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Al-

though they exhibit certain advantages when used in fixed

networks such as WSNs, their performance degrades substan-

tially in scenarios involving moving nodes. This performance
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degradation occurs due to the fact that the network might be

disconnected even if only a single link is broken. For use

in mobile ad-hoc networks, the research conducted in [11]

and [12] added improvements to the original LTRT method.

Indeed, the improved version of LTRT could provide reliable

communication in the mobile ad-hoc networks to an extent

as it preserves a certain level of redundancy of network

connectivity. However, in order to ensure high connectivity,

it may often need reconstruction of topology in the situation

where the mobility of nodes in the network is significantly

high, which causes high power consumption. Hence, an ad-

equate method, to set the interval of topology reconstruction

to decrease power consumption while keeping a certain level

of network redundancy, becomes essential. Therefore, in our

paper, we analyze the impact of the interval of topology

control and network redundancy on power consumption in the

mobile ad-hoc based CPS by using the improved LTRT. In our

analysis, the existence of optimal topology control interval and

network redundancy are confirmed, respectively. Moreover, we

propose an algorithm to adequately set the above mentioned

parameters of the topology control method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The

assumed network model and the way of topology control are

introduced in Section II. In addition, the existing topology

control methods and their shortcomings are presented in this

section. Section III shows our proposed topology control

method known as “Mobility Aware LTRT” (MA-LTRT). Ad-

ditionally, some analyses on power consumption in mobile ad-

hoc based CPS are also described in this section. In Section IV,

we provide numerical results to verify the effectiveness of our

proposed method. Finally, concluding remarks are presented

in Section V.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF TOPOLOGY CONTROL METHODS

In this section, we introduce some of the topology control

methods that exist in literature. In addition, we introduce the

methodology of adopting an appropriate topology control for

mobile ad-hoc networks based CPSs. Moreover, the shortcom-

ings of these existing methods are delineated.

A. Existing topology control methods and their shortcomings
Topology control is a technique to reduce power con-

sumption by removing redundant links and controlling the

transmission range of each node in sensor or ad-hoc net-

works [13]- [16]. In the topology control method, at first, each

node broadcasts a certain type of message called the Hello
Message to neighboring nodes in its maximum transmission

range. Each of the neighboring nodes, upon receiving the

Hello Message, respond by returning the message including

the node’s information such as its position. Each node, after

receiving these returned messages, decides the topology by

using the neighbors’ positions and reduces the transmission

range according to the position of the farthest node in the

topology. By reducing the transmission range, it achieves

reduction in the power consumption and avoids interference.

In the past, many topology control schemes were proposed

in literature that aimed at determining the topology of the

underlying network. Examples of prominent topology control

methods include Cone-Based distributed Topology Control

(CBTC), LMST, LTRT and so forth. Here, we introduce these

prominent topology control methods, and also describe their

shortcomings in case of applying them to the mobile ad-hoc

networks based CPS.

CBTC is a topology control method which was developed

by Li et al. [17]. In CBTC, each node sets its transmission

range to connect its neighboring nodes, which are on the fan

shaped area, having an angle of α [18]. In this method, each

node can reduce its transmission range when the value of

α is large because the probability that the neighboring node

exists in the area increases with an increasing value of α.

Additionally, it is proved that when α < 5π/6, the network

connectivity is ensured [19]. However, CBTC generates too

many redundant links to construct the network topologies.

As a consequence, this technique requires excessive power

consumption.

On the other hand, LMST is the topology control method

based on tree structure [20], [21]. In LMST, each node

constructs the topology, which is based on the MST (Min-

imum Spanning Tree) [22] with the information from only

the neighboring nodes that are one hop away. Each node

calculates the MST by using the information including their

position information, and uses the MST to construct topology.

Although the topology made by this method is not entirely a

tree structure, the topology becomes similar to the MST since

it includes MST as a subgraph. However, since the topology,

which is constructed by LMST, is a directed graph, additional

messages are required to formulate the non-directed graph.

On the other hand, in LTRT [23], topologies are constructed

based on LMST and Tree-based Reliable Topology (TRT) [24].

This method guarantees k-edge connectivity, i.e., the network

connectivity cannot be lost if the number of broken links is

smaller than k. Fig. 2 demonstrates an example whereby a

node constructs a topology such that the redundancy of the

topology is set to two in LTRT. In this method, the node

broadcasts Hello message to all its neighboring nodes in its

maximum transmission range that is the usual topology con-

trol. After that, by using the returned messages, the complete

tree is constructed virtually. Fig. 2a shows the example of the

complete tree constructed by six nodes. From the tree, the

node chooses a first MST as shown in Fig. 2b, and stores

the topology data at first. Secondly, the node chooses another

MST from the tree such that the first MST is cut out from the

complete tree. This is depicted in Fig. 2c. The second MST

becomes totally different from the first one as described in

Fig. 2d. In the case where the node constructs the topology

having the redundancy equal to two, the links which were used

in the first and the second MSTs, are utilized in the topology.

Otherwise, the node repeats choosing different MSTs k times,

and then decides the topology. After making the decision, the

node adapts its transmission range to the furthest node in the

topology. In this manner, the topology having the redundancy

equal to k is constructed in LTRT. Since it is possible to control

the value of k, it achieves an adequate tolerance to defection

of nodes in the network.

As mentioned above, each method has its respective ad-
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(a) Complete tree (b) 1st MST
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Fig. 2. An example of proceeding to construct a topology in LTRT

vantages. In particular, amongst the afore-mentioned methods,

LTRT is considered as a good candidate to be utilized in the

mobile ad-hoc based CPS, where each node moves randomly.

The reason behind choosing LTRT for such a CPS is due

to LTRT’s ability to control “redundancy” (i.e., redundant

network connectivity) adequately. Therefore, in the remainder

of our paper, we focus on adapting LTRT to mobile ad-hoc

networks by considering its redundancy.

B. Adapting topology control methods to mobile ad-hoc net-
work based CPS

Since each node moves randomly in the mobile ad-hoc

based CPS, the topologies need to have a certain level of

redundancy to keep the connectivity. In [11], a method to

dynamically change the value of k in LTRT to ensure high

connectivity was proposed. In this method, each node chooses

an appropriate value of k for each local graph based on local

movements. As a result, it achieves a certain level of con-

nectivity. However, since the topology reconstruction interval

in the method is set to a constant value, the connectivity

decreases dramatically when the average moving speed of

nodes is high. For example, if the nodes near the edge of

the transmission range of the center node C (which controls

the topology) move in a direction away from C, they are not

able to keep the connection with C any more. Furthermore,

the power consumption of the nodes is not taken into account

much in [11]. In the mobile ad-hoc network based CPS, the

nodes may be quite small-sized and not equipped with large

enough battery. Thus, the power consumption is a critical

parameter, which requires careful consideration. Therefore, we

analyze the impact of these parameters (i.e., both redundant

network connections and power consumption) on the topology

control in mobile ad-hoc network based CPS and propose a

method to set them adequately.

III. ENVISIONED MOBILE AWARE LTRT (MA-LTRT)

METHOD

In this section, we propose a new topology control method

called Mobile Aware LTRT (MA-LTRT) to improve the con-

nectivity in mobile ad-hoc network based CPS by dynamically

using the redundant transmission range. Additionally, we an-

alyze the relationship between the power consumption and

reconstruction interval of topology with some mathematical

expressions, and minimize the power consumption in the

proposed MA-LTRT method by controlling the reconstruction

interval of the topology. In addition, we consider LTRT to be

the base policy to construct topology in our proposal.

A. Dynamic utilization of the redundant transmission range
In our proposed MA-LTRT, we aim at utilizing the redun-

dant transmission range dynamically for topology control. As

mentioned in the preceding section, the edge node of the trans-

mission range of the center node which controls the topology

results in the decrease of the connectivity in the mobile ad-hoc

network based CPS. Thus, in this proposed MA-LTRT method,

redundant transmission range is utilized to keep a certain level

of redundancy of the topology. Fig. 3 demonstrates an example

of the utilization of the redundant transmission range. Here, we

define the maximum transmission range and the transmission

range which is set by the basic LTRT as Rmax and Rtra,

respectively. In our proposal, we focus on moving of the center

node which controls the topology and the edge node of the

transmission range, and define the moving speed of these two

nodes as vc and ve, respectively. To keep connectivity with

the edge node at any time until the next reconstruction of

the topology, the redundant transmission range is determined

by considering the worst situation where the center and edge

nodes move in the opposing directions. By considering the

worst situation in determining the level of redundancy, the

center node will be able to keep connection with the edge node

regardless of the moving direction. Thus, we set the redundant

transmission range, Rred, with the topology reconstruction

interval, Δt, as follows.

Rred = Rtra + (vc + ve) ·Δt. (1)

By using the redundant transmission range, it is possible

to keep the link between the center and edge nodes of the

transmission range during the time of the topology reconstruc-

tion interval. Thus, it improves the reliability to maintain the

topology. From Eq. 1, it is understood that Rred is controlled

by the value of Δt in this method because Rtra, vc, and ve
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Fig. 3. Utilizing redundant transmission range.

are decided by the placement and moving speed of each node.

Thus, it is needed to determine the value of Δt to utilize an

adequate value of Rred.

B. Dynamic utilization of the topology reconstruction interval

In order to decide an adequate redundant transmission range,

we focus on the relationship between the power consumption

and topology reconstruction interval. If the interval is set to a

small value, each node needs to broadcast the Hello Message
quite frequently. Since the message is sent to the entire area

covered by the maximum transmission range, the increase of

number of times to send the message causes the increase of

power consumption. On the other hand, from Eq. 1, a large

value of Δt causes a large value of Rred. If the value of the

redundant transmission range is set to a large value, each node

sends its data to longer distance than the case where the value

of redundant transmission range is set to small. It also causes

the increase of power consumption. Thus, there is a trade-

off relationship between the value of topology reconstruction

interval and power consumption.

To analyze the afore-mentioned tradeoff relationship, we

formulate the amount of power which is consumed when each

node broadcasts the Hello message and sends data during

the topology reconstruction interval, respectively. Here, we

consider the power consumed for a certain period of time to

measure the power consumption, T . Additionally, we define

the power consumption to broadcast the Hello message during

the time, T , as Phello, and the power consumption to send

data during the time, T , as Pdata. Thus, in the case where the

topology reconstruction is executed n times during the time,

T , Phello is formulated with the required power consumption

to send a unit amount of data within the bound of maximum

transmission range one time, pd, and the data size of the Hello

message, dhello, as follows.

Phello = n · pd · dhello. (2)

On the other hand, we define the average size of data which

is sent during a topology reconstruction interval as ddata. Thus,

since the power consumption decreases with the fourth order

of the transmission range, the power consumption to send data

during the topology control reconstruction interval during the

time, T , is expressed as follows.

Pdata = n ·Δt · pd · ddata
·

{
Rtra + (vc + ve) ·Δt

Rmax

}4

. (3)

Therefore, the total power consumption, Ptotal, which is

defined as the sum of Phello and Pdata, is expressed as follows.

Ptotal = Phello + Pdata. (4)

Additionally, the number of topology reconstruction during

the time of T is expressed with the topology reconstruction

interval and the time of T as follows.

n =
T

Δt
. (5)

Therefore, from Eqs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, the total power

consumption may be expressed as follows.

Ptotal =
pd · dhello · T

Δt

+ pd · ddata · T ·
{
Rtra + (vc + ve) ·Δt

Rmax

}4

. (6)

From the right side of Eq. 6, it is understood that the first

term decreases and the second term increases with the increase

of the topology reconstruction interval. Thus, Ptotal is consid-

ered to be a convex function of the interval. Therefore, there

is an optimal number of the interval to minimize the power

consumption. We define the optimal topology reconstruction

interval as Δtopt. Δt, which minimizes the right side of Eq. 6,

is obtained when the differentiated equation of the right side

of Eq. 6 equals zero. Thus, it is obtained as Δt which satisfies

the next equation.

d

dΔt

[
dhello
Δt

+ ddata ·
{
Rtra + (vc + ve) ·Δt

Rmax

}4
]
= 0. (7)

From Eq. 7, the optimal topology reconstruction interval to

minimize the power consumption is expressed as follows.

Δtopt = arg min
Δt

Ptotal. (8)

Therefore, from Eqs. 6 and 8, the power consumption, when

the proposed method is utilized, is calculated as follows.

Popt =
pd · dhello · T

Δtopt

+ pd · ddata · T ·
{
Rtra + (vc + ve)Δtopt

Rmax

}4

. (9)
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TABLE I
A LIST OF NOTATIONS DEFINED AND USED IN OUR ANALYSIS.

Rred Radius of redundant transmission range which is set by proposed method

Rtra Radius of transmission range which is set by LTRT

Rmax Radius of maximum transmission range

vc Moving speed of center node of its topology

ve Moving speed of edge node of its topology

Δt Topology reconstruction interval

Δtopt Optimal value of topology reconstruction interval

Phello Power consumption to broadcast Hello message during the time T

Pdata Power consumption to send data during the time T

Ptotal Total power consumption

Popt Optimal total power consumption

Pmax Amount of energy consumption when all nodes utilize the maximum transmission range

pd Power consumption to send unit amount of data within the bound of maximum transmission range

n Number of times to reconstruct topology during the time T

dhello Data size of Hello message
ddata Average size of data which is sent during a topology reconstruction interval

T Certain period of time to measure the power consumption

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to adapt proposed method

1: loop
2: Calculate moving speed.

3: Broadcast Hello message to the maximum transmission

range.

4: Construct topology using LTRT with a given value of

k.

5: Calculate Δtopt by using Eq. 8.

6: Calculate redundant transmission range by using Eq. 1.

7: Set the transmission range to Rred.

8: Keep the transmission range during the time equal to

Δtopt.

9: end loop

C. Algorithm to adapt the proposed MA-LTRT method

In the remainder of this section, we introduce an algorithm

to apply our proposed MA-LTRT method to decide the redun-

dant transmission range of each node. Algorithm 1 shows a

flow, using which a node constructs the network topology. In

other words, each node uses this algorithm to construct the

topology. In our algorithm, at first, each node sends the Hello

message including its moving speed and the position to the

neighboring nodes in the area of its maximum transmission

range. This part is similar to the existing topology control

method (refer to the basic LTRT). Secondly, after receiving

the returned message including the information of the node

such as the position and the moving speed from the neighbors,

the topology based on LTRT is constructed according to the

neighbors’ information with the given initial value of k.

After that, the optimal topology reconstruction interval and

the redundant transmission range are calculated by using

Eqs. 8 and 1, respectively. Then, each node sets its transmis-

sion range to Rred, and keeps the transmission range during

the time equal to Δtopt. All the notations used in our analysis

are summarized in Table I.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we verify the correctness of our analysis and

evaluate the proposed method with numerical calculation. In

this evaluation, we confirm the relationship between the energy

consumption and the topology reconstruction interval and the

change of the interval when the average moving speed of

the nodes changes. Additionally, the energy expanded ratio is

measured to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Moreover, we show the change of the average number of

surrounding nodes within one node’s transmission range to

confirm the effectiveness of our proposed method in reducing

the interference.

A. Parameter settings
The parameter settings of our considered numerical cal-

culation environment are summarized in Table II. In this

evaluation, 100 nodes are placed uniformly in an area of

1000m 1000m and we set the certain period of time (to

measure the power consumption) to 10,000s. Additionally, we
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TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS

Simulation area 1,000m × 1,000m

Number of nodes 100

Average transmission range 125m

Maximum transmission range 250m

Average moving speed 12.5m/s

Average size of data 3kB

Data size of Hello message 1kB

suppose that the average transmission range set by the basic

LTRT and the maximum transmission range of a given node

are set to 50m and 250m, respectively. Moreover, to evaluate

normalized value of power consumption, we set the power

consumption required to send a unit amount of data as 1

and the average size of data which is sent during a topology

reconstruction interval as 3kB. Also, the data size of the Hello
message is set to 1kB. Note that in our proposed method, Rred

and Δtopt can be calculated regardless of the given value

of k. They only depend on moving speed of nodes and the

transmission range calculated after applying the basic LTRT

algorithm. Therefore, in order to evaluate the performance of

our proposed method, we only take into account the average

moving speed of nodes and the given average transmission

range calculated after applying the basic LTRT algorithm..

B. Numerical results
At first, to confirm the correctness of our mathematical anal-

ysis, we evaluate the power consumption when the redundant

transmission range is utilized by substituting some numerical

values to Eq. 6. Fig. 4 demonstrates the change of the total

power consumption when the topology reconstruction interval

changes from 0s to 10s in the case where the average moving

speed of nodes is different. From Fig. 4, it is understood

that the total power consumption is a convex function of the

topology reconstruction interval. Thus, we confirm that there

is an optimal interval to minimize the power consumption.

Secondly, we confirm the change of the optimal topology

reconstruction interval by using Eq. 8. Fig. 5 represents the

change of the optimal topology reconstruction interval when

the average moving speed of the nodes vary from 0m/s to

25m/s, and the average size of data which are sent during a

topology reconstruction interval is different. From the result,

we can see that the topology reconstruction interval should

be set to a shorter value to minimize the power consumption

when the average moving speed of the nodes is higher.

Moreover, when the average size of data which are sent

during a topology reconstruction interval is large, the optimal

topology reconstruction interval becomes short. Moreover,

when the average size of data which are sent during a topology

reconstruction interval is set to a significantly large value, the

optimal value of the topology reconstruction interval becomes

short. This is because that the required power consumption to

increase the transmission range becomes large when the value
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Fig. 5. The change of optimal topology reconstruction interval when the
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of the average size of data which are sent during a topology

reconstruction interval is set to large.

Thirdly, we evaluate the energy expanded ratio to confirm

the effectiveness of our proposed MA-LTRT method. The

energy expanded ratio is calculated as the fraction of the power

consumption in two cases. The first is the case where our

MA-LTRT method is applied. The second is the case where

all the nodes utilize the maximum transmission range to send

their data. We define this amount of power consumption when

the maximum transmission range is utilized as Pmax. Thus,

the energy expanded ratio, denoted by EER, is expressed as

follows.

EER =
Popt

Pmax
. (10)

On the other hand, the amount of power consumption

when the maximum transmission range is utilized is expressed

below.

Pmax = pd · T · (dhello + ddata). (11)

Therefore, the enegy expanded ratio is calculated by using
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Eqs. 9, 10, and 11.

EER =
1

dhello + ddata
·
[
dhello
Δtopt

+ddata ·
{
Rtra + (vc + ve) ·Δtopt

Rmax

}4
]
. (12)

Since Pmax represents the maximum power consumption,

EER always takes the value of from 0 to 1. Additionally, the

lower value of EER shows the effectiveness of the proposed

MA-LTRT method.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the change of the values of EER with

the change of the average moving speed of the nodes while

LTRT sets the transmission range to 50m, 100m, and 150m,

respectively. From the obtained results, it is evident that the

EER of our proposed MA-LTRT is always smaller than the

other case where the redundant transmission range is different.

It means that our MA-LTRT becomes successful in reducing

the power consumption by setting an adequate transmission

range.

Finally, in order to confirm the effectiveness of our proposed

method in reducing the interference, we show the change of

the average number of surrounding nodes within one node’s

transmission range when the average moving speed changes.

The large number of nodes surrounding one node implies

that the node causes interference to many other nodes. From

Fig. 7, it is understood that our proposed method achieves

lower interference than the basic LTRT method when the

redundant transmission range is set to 100m or 150m. Addi-

tionally, although the number of surrounding nodes within one

node’s transmission range becomes higher when the redundant

transmission range of the basic LTRT is set to 50m and the

average transmission range is high, the power consumption

in the case of the basic LTRT becomes drastically high at

that time as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, it can be considered

that the proposed method MA-LTRT achieves lower power

consumption and interference.
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with different values of the redundant transmission range.

V. CONCLUSION

A technique to provide network environment anytime and

anywhere is required to realize the next generation CPSs.

However, existing network infrastructures are not adequate

to provide the necessary CPS network environment due to

the limitation of place and cost to prepare the infrastructure.

To overcome this challenge, in this paper, we focused on

mobile ad-hoc network based CPS as a method to connect

many kinds of wireless mobile devices for facilitating the next

generation CPSs. Since the mobile ad-hoc network based CPS

consists of only mobile devices, they can construct network

environment without special facilities. However, to construct a

reliable network with mobile nodes is difficult, and the power

consumption of the nodes is essential issue in the mobile ad-

hoc network based CPS. Therefore, we proposed a mobility

aware LTRT (MA-LTRT) method to construct the network

with a certain level of redundancy and low power consump-

tion. In our proposal, each node sets the reconstruction interval

of its topology dynamically to increase the connectivity and

to reduce the power consumption. Additionally, by controlling

the redundancy of the topology, it also achieves to prevent

ineffectual increase of the power consumption while keeping

high network connectivity. Moreover, the results obtained

from our conducted numerical calculation demonstrated the

effectiveness of our proposed MA-LTRT method in terms of

significant improvement in the network connectivity and power

consumption.
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